Park trampolines

Details
We have developed our 40+ years of expertise and experience of competition trampoline
manufacture to develop the world's best system for trampoline parks. Our system is fully
compliant with PAS5000 and you receive a PAS5000 compliance certificate on completion
of the park build.
Continental's system includes innovative features unique to the industry:
UltraMesh - a rip-proof, anti-slip top surface to our trampoline beds - the underneath
redundant layer is genuine USA Permatron, the market leading polypropylene
trampoline bed material
Shorter springs - a bespoke spring developed to provide optimum performance in a shorter spring
resulting in the narrowest pads and therefore highest proportion of jumping area in the industry
Circular tubes - rather than risk users landing on the edge of a square metal tube under the pads, we use
circular tube to remove those hard edges.
Dual-sided tubes - our tubes have a redundant set of spring holes underneath the tube so after many
years of use, as the spring holes wear, you can flip the tube over and start again with effectively a brand
new tube.
Our standard park trampolines are squares on a 2.4m x 2.4m grid, with the beds themselves being 1.95m x
1.95m.
Our modular system permits bed lengths of any multiple of that standard unit length, so 2.4m x 4.8m, or 2.4m
x 7.2m, or 2.4m x 9.6m etc.
All our beds have "no-jump" borders in a contrasting colour to the bed to show the safe jumping area (in
compliance with PAS5000).
Bed colours:
Black
Grey
Light blue
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Dark blue
Red
Green
Any colour subject to a minimum order quantity
No-jump border colours:
Bright blue
Dark blue
Black
Purple
Orange
Red
Yellow
Lime
White
Any colour subject to a minimum order quantity
Pad colours:
Any of our 22 colours of matt, leather effect double coated fire retardant PVC colours. Colours can be
combined in any way or in any number of colours with no surcharge
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